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 Telecor Technical Bulletin

FILE: E:\VS1 DOCUMENTS\V-07 SITELINK\V-U07-I.WP MA      REV 0.0
DATE: February 7, 2002

SUBJECT: Programming the VS1 for Holidays

Issue:  
Because Scheduled Events is a weekly table, you cannot schedule yearly Holidays.  However, this document
explains how to use Command Scripts to manually place and remove the system from a preprogrammed “Holiday
mode”. 

Summary:
Holiday mode changes the greeting played in a day AutoAttendant.  Unlike changing to a HOLIDAY.CFG, the
Holiday Mode is not affected by System Event scheduling. The system will continue to load configurations as
scheduled, but the message heard during the day will be the holiday message. The holiday message will continue to
play until the user puts the system back into normal mode.

Implementation:
1. Program the day Auto Attendant to play voice file #100.

2. Use the Voice File Recorder to create the following two voice files:
• Voice file 101 is the Day greeting.
• Voice file 102 is the Holiday greeting.

3. Create the following two commands scripts using the CFG95 program.
• F50.CMD:

Copy va\$va101.pcm va\$va100.pcm
• F51.CMD:

Copy va\$va102.pcm va\$va100.pcm

4. After all changes have been made, run the F50 command to create voice file 100, which is played by the day       
Auto Attendant.

5. To use Holiday mode, run the appropriate command script:
• Dial 7151 from internal dial tone to place the system into Holiday mode.
• Dial 7150 from internal dial tone to put the system back into normal mode.

Notes:
If other AutoAttendants need to play a Holiday message, repeat Steps 1 and 2 with new voice files.  Add
Copy commands to the command scripts to copy the additional files.  An alternate method of
implementing Holiday mode involves copying AutoAttendant BIN files like the voice files are copied
above.  However, this requires maintaining 2 separate AutoAttendants and is more confusing when
viewed in the CFG program.  (Because the AutoAttendant targeted by CO lines is actually a copy of the
real AutoAttendant.)  Using this method, the day AutoAttendant can be reprogrammed without affecting
Holiday mode operation.
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